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Incident Manager
Are you still using spreadsheets to manage your incidents?
You may be doing a lot of things right in your approach to managing
risk and business continuity. But if you’re still using spreadsheets and
email to log and manage your incidents, coordinate activities of your
incident response team and track improvements, you might not be
taking the best approach.

The Solution - SureCloud Incident Manager
SureCloud Incident Manager centralises, automates and simplifies incident management. It
gives you an electronic incident register that allows you to log, facilitate and monitor various
types of incidents (security, privacy, health & safety and others) using the simple but powerful
SureCloud Platform to create a single source of the truth.
SureCloud Incident Manager helps you identify where to improve controls and gives you
evidence of controls management. Integrated tasks and workflow, pervasive updating and drilldown capabilities all help you address issues and incidents procedurally. Automatic notifications
assign incident remediation, provide updates and trigger escalations as needed. You can also
track your open incidents and deadlines in real time through live charts and reports on role
specific dashboards.

SureCloud Incident
Manager helps
organisations to
achieve compliance
and certification with
a number standards
and regulations :

✔

ISO200035

✔

NIST

✔

HIPAA

✔

PCI DSS

✔

GDPR

✔

ITIL

SureCloud Incident Manager Components
Incident Register

✔

✔

Logs and classifies Incidents in a
central register that may be populated
by any user in the organisation, or
limited to a centralised management
team
Summarise the incident and delegate
incident handling to the appropriate
facilitator

✔

Distinguishes between the date the
incident is identified and raised from
the date the incident occurred

✔

Tracks the number of days and hours
remaining on all open incidents

Incident Assessment

✔

Structured workflow for facilitators
to detail and submit the incident for
approval prior to notifying regulators
and affected stakeholders

✔

Detail the elements involved in the
incidents, such as information assets,
third parties, data subjects, failed
controls/processes/procedures and
more

✔

✔

✔

Carry out a risk assessment
to automatically determine the
severity of an incident based on the
information assets, systems, third
parties and more
Highlight the underlying and root
causes to better prevent future
incidents
Follow up with actions to rectify and
improve internal controls to prevent
an incident from occurring again

Incident Variants

✔

Manage and report multiple incidents
types such as Security, Privacy,
Health & Safety

✔

Designate Responsible and
Accountable users for each incident
type for approvals and escalations

✔

Set the acceptable working or
calendar day timeframe to determine
the date for completion of each type
in incident.

SureCloud Incident Manager Benefits

✔

Eliminate inefficiency and uncertainty
of spreadsheet/email-driven incident
management

✔

Create a central source for
logging, tracking, communicating,
remediating, reporting

✔

Demonstrate controls and controls
management with robust register,
tracker and library

✔

Simplify the auditing task with singleentry access to necessary evidence

✔

Meet compliance and regulatory
requirements with out-of-the-box
functionality

✔

Pair with SureCloud Business
Continuity Manager for end-to-end
scenario planning

“We’ve
become far
more efficient
and have made
substantial
time savings
by using the
SureCloud
Platform,
as many of
the larger
solutions
would have
taken years to
implement.”
Vince Pillay, Chief
Information Security Officer,
Domestic & General
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